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Keeping Faith Simple 

        March 2015 
 
To Whom It May Concern; Greetings: 
 
It is my personal privilege to write this reference letter on behalf of T & W Church Solutions. It  
has been our pleasure to have engaged them in the long process leading up to and including the  
completion of our new 25,000 square foot church building in the Fall of 2014. I believe there are  
some differentiating factors one should consider when embarking on such an important project as  
building a house of worship, and T & W became a clear choice to lead us through the process. 
 
Our initial contact was with Kurt Williams in May of 2006. We were a relatively new church start;  
launching in the Fall of 2003. I have on file a warm letter introducing T & W and the services they  
offered, should we begin considering building a permanent worship facility. Kurt’s warm and  
friendly demeanor and “soft” introduction was very well received. Periodically, he would contact  
us and see if there was any way he could be of assistance as we grew. Once we began to consider  
building, we contacted Kurt for counsel as we pondered the next step. 
 
Ours was a slow and tedious process. We moved very cautiously as we began to consider a variety  
of designs and costs associated with each model. Steve Shehorn entered the picture to assist us from  
a construction design perspective. His expertise and winsome nature was, once again, very appealing  
to our leadership team. When we made the formal decision to contract with T & W, they made every  
possible effort to coach us through the arduous process. For most of our team, this was our first time  
designing and building a church. It was very reassuring to have their experienced team available to us. 
 
Once we decided upon a model, T &W managed the work site wonderfully. They painstakingly  
chose the appropriate sub-contractors and managed the project, challenges and all, in a very efficient  
manner. The Project Manager, Jeff Servies, always welcomed us as we visited the site and became  
a personal friend to many of our church staff and building team. He earned our respect and trust by  
his conscientious oversight of the project. 
 
T & W Church Solutions have distinguished themselves by taking such a personal interest in our  
project, as well as our success as a church.  As we consider our next phase of building, be assured  
that they will be our initial contact. Their people, their passion and their personal touch have earned  
them a highly respected name among the people of Westside Community Church. 
          
                                                                                                  To God be the Glory! 
                                                                                                   Dennis W. Aud 
                                                                                                   Senior Pastor 
                                                                                                   Westside Community Church 


